AT REUNION TOWER
From intimate to elegant, personal to professional,
events become more awe-inspiring from
Reunion Tower, Dallas’ iconic 560-foot landmark
with a distinctive glowing ball. Located in
Downtown Dallas, Reunion Tower offers the
absolute best view in the city, creating
the ultimate backdrop for your next event.
Entertain your guests from one of three
unique levels or combine them all for a truly
memorable event experience. Panoramic
views of the city are at your fingertips.

ELEVATED EVENTS
Cloud 9, GeO-Deck and Five Sixty
by Wolfgang Puck combine to make
Reunion Tower one of the most
sought-after spaces in the Dallas area.
Towering more than 500 feet above
Downtown Dallas, each space offers its
own distinctive ambiance, that we can
further customize to fit your own
unique style. Each level can be
reserved individually, or for larger
events, all three floors are
available. World-renowned Chef
Wolfgang Puck’s cuisine and
hospitality make Reunion
Tower an ideal venue to
host a truly high-flying
celebration.
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EXPERIENCE DALLAS FROM EVERY DIRECTION
CLOUD 9
Events at Cloud 9 elevate guests to celebrate above the clouds with the
Dallas skyline as a backdrop in a modern elegant space. With floor to ceiling
windows and a floor that rotates 360 degrees every hour, guests can enjoy
spectacular cityscape views in this spherical layout with customizable
LED lighting. The versatile floor plan allows guests to create a tailor-made
celebration - the sky is the limit.
GEO-DECK
The GeO-Deck level treats guests to interactive touchscreens with highdefinition zoom cameras spanning the exterior of the floor. An indoor/
outdoor observation deck wraps around the exterior of this level and hosts
powerful telescopes for up-close views of the night sky. Complimentary
digital photographs add to the one-of-a-kind interactive experience of the
GeO-Deck. With an open floor plan, guests have flexibility to arrange the
ideal format for their celebration.
FIVE SIXTY BY WOLFGANG PUCK
Five Sixty by Wolfgang Puck rests at the top level of Reunion Tower.
Named for its distance in feet above the ground, Five Sixty’s menu features
Wolfgang Puck’s modern take on traditional Asian fare. Guests can enjoy
fine dining in the main room or a more casual experience at one of the
restaurant’s two bars. Wine aficionados can appreciate an extensive list of
more than 400 labels and a dozen different types of sake.

CAPACITY CHART
EVENT SPACE

RECEPTION

SEATED

CLOUD 9

300

220

GEO-DECK

150

80

FIVE SIXTY

250

140

TOTAL TOWER

700

VENUE AMENITIES
Iconic location in the
Downtown Dallas Skyline
360 degree view of the city
Rotating event space
In house music and wireless microphone
Valet parking available
Adjacent to the Hyatt Regency Reunion Tower
Walking distance (0.3 miles) from
the Dallas Convention Center and Omni Hotel
Unique layout
Interactive technology available
Outdoor access available at 470 feet above ground
Built in LED lighting

REUNION TOWER
300 Reunion Blvd East, Dallas, TX 75207
214.571.5732
dallasevents@wolfgangpuck.com
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